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Abstract—This paper presents a novel clover-slot antenna
for a surface-acoustic-wave sensor based wireless temperature
measurement system. The slot is described by a parametric locus
curve that has the shape of a clover. The antenna is operated
at high temperatures, in rough environments, and has a 43%
fractional bandwidth at the 2.4 GHz ISM-band. The slot antenna
has been optimized for excitation by a passive chip soldered onto
it. Measurement results are compared with simulation results and
show good agreements.
Index Terms—high temperature, temperature sensor, rough
environment, wireless sensor.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Slot antennas are attractive due to their good radiation
efficiency, small size, light weight, and low cost. Consequently,
numerous designs have evolved [1]–[15]. Being mostly planar
structures, which are typically printed on circuit boards, slot
antennas can be fed by microstrip transmission lines or coplanar waveguides in a straight forward way. This makes them
easily suited for small sized applications where the antenna is
permitted to lie on the same PCB as the circuitry it is coupled
to. The omnidirectional radiation pattern typically possessed
by slot antennas, combined with the possibility of size reduction, has made them attractive for mobile communications and
GPS systems also. Modified geometries have yielded wideand ultra wide-band designs, making slot antennas suitable for
microwave imaging systems as well. The freedom in geometry
has formed the basis for multi-band designs, promoting their
use in all-in-one antennas, i.e., when a single antenna is to be
designed, e.g., a hand-held device, to cover a combination or
all of the GSM, GPS, WLAN, and WiMAX bands. In addition
to these are temperature-measurement systems, RFID tags and
readers.
In this paper the design of an optimal slot antenna to be used
as the communication front end of a temperature-measurement
system that operates at the 2.4 GHz ISM band is presented.
The final system will be a small pack that includes a SAW
temperature sensor right besides the antenna. The system is
to be mounted on a container, and operated on board a ship
in the engine compartment. Given the scenario, the design
constraints, as well as several simplifications to these, can be
inferred. The operating environment assures that there will be
strong reflections from the metallic walls, containers and other

Fig. 1. The clover curve, as described by Eq. 1 and plotted for EF = 5 and
LSA = 0.52π.

structures in the neighborhood of the antenna. This means that
neither the radiation pattern nor the polarization needs to be
prioritized as a design constraint. Instead, the primary concern
now becomes to design the antenna to be robust such that it
can maintains its operation within acceptable limits despite of
liquid spills (typically oil) and high temperature. Mechanical
protection will be provided by a metallic ring surrounding
the antenna, which will also be used to screw it onto the
container surface. The oil is a dielectric material, which means
that the wavelengths of the electromagnetic waves are smaller
in oil. Thus, when the antenna is immersed in oil, it will
become electrically larger [16]. This translates into a down
shift in the operating frequency of the antenna. In order to
handle this, the design must cover a wide enough band to
compensate for the frequency shift. On the other hand, the
high temperature might both change the electrical properties
of the materials and tend to destroy the structure due to
burning, decomposition, melting, or copper peeling. Therefore,
the substrate choice requires attention to both temperature
resistance and temperature stability. Apart from these major
constraints, efficiency and the possibility to obtain a good
power match are still valid restrictions. The simulated and
measured reflection coefficient |S11 | and radiation patterns of
the novel type of slot antenna is presented.

Fig. 2. The HFSS model with simulated surface current distribution on the
designed clover slot antenna.
Fig. 3. The prototype CSA in the Spherical Near-field Antenna Test Facility.

II. D ESIGN
The locus of the clover slot antenna (CSA) is given by
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where Rc is the clover radius, EF is the edge flatness
coefficient, LSA is the leaf sector angle, and ϕ is the polar
coordinate angle. The locus described by Eq. 1 has the form
of a clover and is shown in Fig.1.
The operating environment temperature is about 70 ◦ C.
The substrate material used is SYRONTM 7000 from Rogers
Corporation. It has a thickness of 50.8 µm (0.002 inches)
and a relative permittivity and loss tangent of εr = 3.4
and tan δ = 0.0045, respectively. The maximum operating
temperature is higher than 210 ◦ C and the thermal coefficient
◦
r
of the relative permittivity, dε
dT is +7 ppm/ C
The designed CSA layout was simulated and optimized
by the use of ANSYS HFSS. The simulated surface current
distribution on the slot antenna is shown in Fig. 2.
III. M EASUREMENT
The fabricated clover slot antenna was fabricated at the
electrical workshop at DTU and thereafter measured in the
Spherical Near-field Antenna Test Facility at DTU. The prototype antenna mounted at the tower in the anechoic chamber
is shown in Fig. 3. The measured and simulated radiation
pattern is seen in Fig. 4. From Fig. 4 it is seen that there is a
good agreement between the simulated and measured radiation
patterns.
The simulated and measured 10-dB bandwidth is 481 MHz
and 585 MHz, respectively. As seen from Fig. 5 the simulated
antenna is well matched at the 2.45 GHz ISM band. Generally
there is good agreement between the measured and simulated
values. Table I shows a summary of the results.

Fig. 4. The simulated and measured radiation patterns of the CSA at 2.4
GHz. The coordinate system is the one shown in Fig. 3.
TABLE I
S UMMARY OF SIMULATED AND MEASURED RESULTS
Parameter

HFSS
(MHz)
(%)

Measurement
(MHz)
(%)

BW10 dB

481

585

16

20

IV. C ONCLUSION
A clover slot antenna for a SAW sensor based wireless
temperature measurement system has been designed for the
ISM band at 2.4 GHz. Based on the operation environment
specification, the primary design criterion has been deduced as
robustness against the high ambient temperature and the possibility of oil spills. The temperature resistance requirement has
been handled by the selection of the PCB material. Oil spills,
on the other hand, like any dielectric-immersed operation, are
known to cause an increase in the electrical size of the antenna,
and hence a downward shift of the frequency response curve.
This issue has been addressed by requiring the design to be
wide-band, so that the frequency of operation remains inside
the band despite the mentioned downward shift. Based on
this decision, the required frequency band has been calculated
to be 2.4–3.7 GHz. A prototype of the designed antenna has
been fabricated and the reflection coefficient and radiation
pattern measurements have been made. The simulated and

Fig. 5. Reflection coefficient of ... —- The |S11 | plots from the earlier
simulation, the measurements and the simulation with the cable. The curve
obtained from the simulation with the cable is observed to fit significantly
better to the measured data.

measured radiation patterns have been seen to be in agreement.
The simulation and measurement results shown that the CSA,
as a geometrical concept, has the potential to yield a wide
frequency-band of operation. This means that the CSA could
find use in many applications. The simple and planar design
makes it easy and cheap to fabricate. The CSA has been
optimized for a chip being soldered onto it, which makes it a
desirable type of antenna for RFID applications.
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